Preventing Break-Ins at the Doomadgee
Shire Council
About The Shire
In the remote reaches of Queensland, an aboriginal community extends over an area of 186,300
hectares. For the past 14 years, the community has been governed by Doomadgee Aboriginal
Shire Council, which operates out of a series of buildings erected in the middle of town.
However, despite being a well-developed and thriving community, the shire struggles with
considerable break-ins and disorderly conduct. As a result, the Shire Council asked their system
integrator, D
 ata Central, for help safeguarding the council buildings. This is where Umbo’s video
security solution comes in.
To deter break-ins at the council buildings, Umbo needed to achieve two main objectives:
1. Reduce the burden on security teams: Amplify the security team’s efficacy by
eliminating the need to constantly monitor security screens
2. Detect suspicious activity instantly: Notify the security team in time for the authorities to
respond and catch the intruders onsite

Challenges
To reach these goals, Umbo surmounted substantial challenges, such as:
1. Monitoring difficulties: The security team couldn’t effectively monitor the community
because the only way to do so was to have their eyes glued to the screens, as they
manually checked for threats across the 100 cameras that covered the far-flung
landscape
2. Adapting existing equipment: The client, not wanting to spend their entire security
budget, didn’t want to splurge on a fleet of U
 mbo AiCameras, so Umbo needed to figure
out how to incorporate a patchwork of both AiCameras and third party cameras into
Umbo’s video security solution
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3. Maintaining a high level of security, while also cutting costs: With the community’s
growing crime rates, it was important for the Council to implement powerful security,
even on a limited security budget

Solutions
Previously, Data Central knew that the mere presence of visible security cameras deterred
break-ins. However, intruders soon realized that visible video security didn’t necessarily mean
competent video security. Data Central had to come up with a new solution.
To deal with this situation, Data Central installed several AiCameras around the perimeter of the
council buildings. The system integrator added both the AiCameras and previously-installed
third party cameras to U
 mbo’s intuitive TruePlatform video management service, so the security
team could easily access all cameras from one place without logging in and out of different
platforms to view footage.
They then integrated L
 ight A.I., Umbo’s cloud-based artificial intelligence service, with the
cameras, boosting their human detection capabilities.

Results (August 2019)
In late August 2019, Umbo’s AiCameras caught trespassers who attempted to break in through
the front door of the main council building, flashlights in hand. The system immediately sent
alerts to Data Central, who quickly accessed security footage and determined the number of
intruders that were present. Because Data Central acted so promptly, the police arrived at the
site within five minutes of being notified.
With Light allowing for a faster reaction time from the authorities, police have been showing up
in time to scare off potential intruders. And, with the eagle-eyed AiCameras in place, the
authorities are able to verify the trespassers’ identities, even after they’ve run off. As a result, in
hotspots around the council buildings where AiCameras were installed, what used to be regular
break-ins have all but ceased.
With such successes, the Shire Council was very impressed by Umbo’s video security solution,
and decided to continue their relationship with Umbo. In time, the Council hopes to replace even
more of their existing third party cameras, and thus further expand their AiCamera use to cover
more of the community.
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Conclusion
This new video security system’s efficiency was a refreshing change of pace for Data Central.
Where previously, the security team had to trawl through 20-30 cameras-worth of footage in
search of traces of movement. Umbo’s ability to accurately flag threats eradicated the hassle of
constant monitoring and manually going through footage, proving that security teams using
Umbo will not only be more cost-effective, but can respond to threats better than ever.

About Umbo Computer Vision
Umbo is an artificial intelligence company that makes autonomous video security systems for
businesses. If you’re curious about how Umbo’s beautifully engineered security solutions could
benefit you and your organization, r equest a demo today.
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